LOWER SAC
- Lounge/Game area – possible lunch space.
  Capacity: 50
  Soft Seating / Cafe

QUEEN LANE EXPANSION SITE
Independence Blue Cross Simulation Center

COMPUTER LAB
Capacity: 25 computers

LOWER ATRIUM
Possible lunch space.
Capacity: 25-45
Moveable tables/chairs

12 LABORATORIES
Presentations/Breakout
Capacity: Mx 10/each varies with use

LOWER SAC PATIO
Outdoor Space
Capacity: 50
Moveable patio seating for 15

Queen Lane Campus Basement/Ground Floor
(Street Level in back)
ENTRANCE LOBBY
Registration/Greeting area
Capacity: 40 pending configuration

ROOM 104 MAIN
Possible Workshop/Poster Presentation Space
Capacity: 75-100 pending configuration

ROOM 104 Lounge
Possible Workshop/Presentation Space
Capacity: 40-75 pending configuration

UPPER ATRIUM
Open Reception Area with soft seating
Capacity: 25-45 pending configuration

FRONT LAWN
Possible lunch area with tent and rentals
Capacity: 400 pending configuration

2 AUDITORIUMS
Possible Workshop Space
Capacity: Each seats 170 fixed seating

STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER (SAC)
Mutipurpose Space — 1 or 2 rooms
Capacity: 100-125 each section

QUEEN LANE CAMPUS 1ST FLOOR
(Street Level in front)